Bachelor’s Open Day

Saturday 29 October 2022

For the most up-to-date information, visit www.rug.nl/openday
Welcome!

In this document, you will find all the practical information you need about the Bachelor’s Open Day, such as maps, walking routes and bus connections, parking information, WiFi code, etc. Read this folder carefully, take it with you to the open day and please share the information with your parents/carers if they come with you. You may bring one parent/carer with you, provided you have set the party size on 2 in the registration process.

Click here for the full programme of the Bachelor’s Open Day.

Registration required

- Presentations on Bachelor’s degree programmes
- General presentations
- Workshops on how to choose a degree programme
- City walks

Once registered you will receive a confirmation email that you will need to gain entry. Please have your confirmation email with QR code ready when you enter a building so that your ticket can be scanned quickly!

Free entry

- Information booths Bachelor’s degree programmes
- General information markets (housing, tutoring, student life, etc.)
- Open House Honours College
Locations

You can find the buildings of the University of Groningen partly in the centre of the city, partly on Zernike Campus in the northwest of the city. From Grote Markt you can reach Zernike by bike or by bus in fifteen minutes. You can find all Open Day venues on the maps on this page and the next. Please check your confirmation email to see which venue you have to go to.

City centre
1. Academy Building, Broerstraat 5
2. Annex Academy Building, Broerstraat 9
   (note: unfortunately, this venue is not accessible for wheelchairs!)
3. Archaeological Institute, Poststraat 6
4. Van Swinderen Huys, Oude Boteringestraat 19
5. Harmony Building, Oude Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat 26
6. Faculty of Law, Uurwerkersgang
7. Institute of Art- and Architectural History, Oude Boteringestraat 34
8. Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies, Oude Boteringestraat 38
9. Faculty of Philosophy, Oude Boteringestraat 52
   (note: entrance at the rear of the building, go through the alley to the right of the building!)
10. Faculty of Medical Sciences, Antonius Deusinglaan 1
11. Side entrance UMCG, Oostersingel 59
12. College rooms Faculty of Behavioural Sciences, Bloemstraat 36
13. Nieuwenhuis Building, Grote Rozenstraat 38
14. Bouman Building, Grote Rozenstraat 31
15. Munting Building, garden entrance, next to Nieuwe Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat 70
16. Pathé Cinema, Gedempte Zuiderdiep 78
17. University College Groningen, Hoendiepskade 23/24

Looproute

1. Canteen open

— Looproute
Route description by public transport

**By bus or train**

Due to large-scale road work, the city of Groningen is difficult to reach by car. Take a good look at the Groningen Bereikbaar website in advance and opt for public transport, park your car at a P+R site on the edge of the city and continue your journey by bus or, if possible, come by bike! From Groningen Central Station (Hoofdstation) you can walk to the locations in the city centre in ten minutes or take a bus to one of the other venues. Go to www.ns.nl/en or 9292.nl/en to plan your journey.

**On foot or by bus from the train/bus station to all venues**

**On foot**

From Groningen Hoofdstation it is a ten-minute walk to the city centre where you will find venues 1 to 16: cross the bridge at the Groninger Museum, and walk straight ahead via Ubbo Emmiusstraat – Folkingestraat – Vismarkt – Stoeldraaierstraat – Oude Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat – Broerstraat. For venue 16 (Pathé Cinema) after Ubbo Emmiusstraat you take a right at the Gedempte Zuiderdiep.

**By bus**

Venues 10 to 15 and 17 in the city centre and Zernike Campus are further away from the station. Below, you will find all bus connections from Groningen Central Station (Hoofdstation) to these locations. In your confirmation email you will find a QR code that serves as your bus ticket. With this code you can take any bus in the city of Groningen for free during the open day. You can find the current timetable on the Qbuzz site.

**Bus connections from Hoofdstation**

**To the Faculty of Medical Sciences (venue 10)**

- Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep. Exit stop: UMCG Noord.

**To Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat (venues 13-15)**

- Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep. Exit stop: Pijpstraat at Boterdiep.
- Bus 7 to Station Noord. Exit stop: Verlengde Visserstraat.
- Bus 10 to Station Noord. Exit stop: Pijpstraat at Boterdiep.

Walking route from the bus stops: see map city centre.

**To University College Groningen (venue 17)**

- Bus 7 to Station Noord. Exit stop: Westerhaven.
- Bus 8 to P+R Hoogkerk. Exit stop: Westerhaven.

Walking route from the bus stop: see map city centre.

**To Zernike Campus**

- Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep. Exit stop: Crematoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).
- Bus 9 to Zernike. Exit stop: Crematoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).
Bus connections between the venues

Most of the time you will have several options to choose from to travel between the different venues. Below, you will find all options. Sometimes, walking is the only option or one of the options. In that case, the walking route is included.

To the city centre (venues 1-9)
- **Coming from the Faculty of Medical Sciences**
- **Coming from Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat**
- **Coming from Pathé Cinema**
- **Coming from University College Groningen**
- **Coming from Zernike Campus**
  Bus 1 to Hoofdstation.
  *Exit stop: Sint Jansbrug.*
  Bus 80i (Open Day shuttle).
  *Exit stop: Boteringebuur.*

To the Faculty of Medical Sciences (venue 10)
- **Coming from the city centre (venues 1-9)**
  Bus 80i (Open Day shuttle) from bus stop Boteringebuur.
  *Exit stop: UMCG Noord.*
- **Coming from Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat**
  *Exit stop: UMCG Noord.*
- **Coming from Pathé Cinema**
  Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep, bus 3 to Lewenborg, bus 4 to Beijum or bus 10 to Station Noord from bus stop Zuiderdiep or from bus stop Hoofdstation.
  *Exit stop: UMCG Noord.*
- **Coming from University College Groningen**
  Bus 7, 8 or 9 to Hoofdstation from bus stop Westerhaven. At Hoofdstation, change to bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep, bus 3 to Lewenborg, bus 4 to Beijum or bus 10 to Station Noord.
  *Exit stop: UMCG Noord.*
- **Coming from Zernike Campus**
  Bus 1 to Hoofdstation.
  *Exit stop: UMCG Noord.*
  Bus 80i (Open Day shuttle).
  *Exit stop: UMCG Noord.*
To Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat (venues 13-15)

- **Coming from the city centre (venues 1-9)**

- **Coming from the Faculty of Medical Sciences**

- **Coming from Pathé Cinema**
  Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep or bus 10 to Station Noord from bus stop Zuiderdiep or bus stop Hoofdstation.
  Exit stop: Pijpstraat at Boterdiep.
  Bus 7 or 9 to Zernike from bus stop Zuiderdiep or bus stop Hoofdstation.
  Exit stop: Verlengde Visserstraat.
  Walking route from the bus stops: see map city centre.

- **Coming from University College Groningen**

- **Coming from Zernike Campus**
  Bus 80 (Open Day shuttle).
  Exit stop: Grote Kruisstraat.

To Pathé Cinema (venue 16)

- **Coming from the city centre (venues 1-9)**

- **Coming from the Faculty of Medical Sciences**
  Bus 1 or 10 to Hoofdstation, bus 3 to Leek or bus 4 to Roden from bus stop UMCG Noord.
  Exit stop: Zuiderdiep.

- **Coming from Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat**
  Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep or bus 10 to Station Noord from bus stop Pijpstraat at Boterdiep.
  Exit stop: Zuiderdiep.
  Bus 7 or 9 to Zernike from bus stop Verlengde Visserstraat.
  Exit stop: Zuiderdiep.

- **Coming from University College Groningen**
  Bus 7 or 9 to Hoofdstation from bus stop Westerhaven.
  Exit stop: Zuiderdiep.

- **Coming from Zernike Campus**
  Bus 80 (Open Day shuttle).
  Exit stop: Zuiderdiep.
To University College Groningen (venue 17)

- **Coming from the city centre (venues 1-9)**

- **Coming from the Faculty of Medical Sciences**
  Bus 1 or 10 to Hoofdstation, bus 3 to Leek or bus 4 to Roden from bus stop UMCG Noord. At Hoofdstation, change to bus 7 to Station Noord, bus 8 to P+R Hoogkerk or bus 9 to Zernike. 
  **Exit stop:** Westerhaven.

- **Coming from Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat**

- **Coming from Pathé Cinema**
  Bus 7 to Station Noord or bus 9 to Zernike from bus stop Zuiderdiedip.
  **Exit stop:** Westerhaven.

- **Coming from Zernike Campus**
  Bus 1 to Hoofdstation. At Hoofdstation, change to bus 7 to Station Noord, bus 8 to P+R Hoogkerk or bus 9 to Zernike.
  **Exit stop:** Westerhaven.

To Zernike Campus

- **Coming from the city centre (venues 1-9)**
  Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep from bus stop Sint Jansbrug.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).
  Bus 8 or (Open Day shuttle) from bus stop Boteringebrug.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).

- **Coming from the Faculty of Medical Sciences**
  Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep from bus stop UMCG Noord.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).
  Bus 8 or (Open Day shuttle) from bus stop UMCG Noord.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).

- **Coming from Grote Rozenstraat or Grote Kruisstraat**
  Bus 801 (Open Day shuttle) from bus stop Grote Kruisstraat.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).

- **Coming from Pathé Cinema**
  Bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep from bus stop Zuiderdiedip or Hoofdstation.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).

- **Coming from University College Groningen**
  Bus 7 or 8 to Hoofdstation from bus stop Westerhaven. At Hoofdstation, change to bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).
  Bus 9 to Zernike from bus stop Westerhaven.
  **Exit stop:** Cremaatoriumlaan (venues AJ and NB) or Nijenborgh (other venues).
**By car**

**Attention**

**Serious traffic nuisance in Groningen!**

Due to large-scale road work, the city of Groningen is difficult to reach by car. Take a good look at the Groningen Bereikbaar website in advance and opt for public transport, park your car at a P+R site on the edge of the city and continue your journey by bus or, if possible, come by bike! From Groningen Central Station (Hoofdstation) you can walk to the city centre in ten minutes or take a bus to one of the other venues. If you still want to come by car, please take plenty of time. The city centre is not very accessible by car and free parking is not possible. That is why it is more convenient and much cheaper to use one of the five P+R sites on the edge of the city. For more information, see gemeente.groningen.nl/english/parking. With the QR code in your confirmation email, you can park for free at the P+R sites all day long and continue your journey with the P+R Bus. Scan the code on the bus.

**Park & Rides**

Groningen has five Park & Rides. Signs along the entry routes to the inner city direct you to the nearest P+R (see Circular Road Groningen map).

- P+R Kardinge, Kardingerplein, 780 spaces
- P+R Hoogkerk A7, Hoogkerkerplein, 1215 spaces
- P+R Reitdiep, Professor Uilkensweg/corner Friesestraatweg, 300 spaces
- P+R Haren A28, Emmalaan 35 Haren, 825 spaces
- P+R Meerstad, Driebondsweg, 400 spaces
**Bus connections from the Park & Rides**

**P+R Kardinge**
Bus 3 to Leek and bus 4 to Roden take you directly to the Faculty of Medical Sciences (exit stop UMCG Noord), the city centre (venues 1-9, exit stop Sint Jansbrug) and Pathé Cinema (exit stop Zuiderdiep).

Zernike Campus: at bus stop UMCG Noord, change buses to shuttle bus 801 (exit stop Nijenborgh for most venues on Zernike Campus, exit stop Crematoriumlaan for Aletta Jacobs Hall and Nijenborgh 4).

Grote Rozenstraat and Grote Kruisstraat: at bus stop UMCG Noord, change buses to shuttle bus 801 (exit stop Grote Kruisstraat). However, walking from bus stop UMCG Noord is the fastest option, as the shuttle bus first goes all the way to Zernike Campus.

University College Groningen: at bus stop Hoofdstation, change buses to bus 7 to Station Noord, bus 8 to P+R Hoogkerk or bus 9 to Zernike (exit stop Westerhaven).

**P+R Hoogkerk A7**
Bus 3 to Leewenborg and bus 4 to Beijum take you directly to Pathé Cinema (exit stop Zuiderdiep), the city centre (venues 1-9, exit stop Sint Jansbrug) and the Faculty of Medical Sciences (exit stop UMCG Noord).

Zernike Campus: at bus stop Hoofdstation, change buses to bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep (exit stop Nijenborgh for most venues on Zernike Campus, exit stop Crematoriumlaan for Aletta Jacobs Hall and Nijenborgh 4).

Grote Rozenstraat and Grote Kruisstraat: at bus stop Hoofdstation, change buses to bus 1 to P+R Reitdiep or bus 10 to Station Noord (exit stop Pijpstraat) or to bus 7 to Station Noord or bus 9 to Zernike (exit stop Verlengde Visserstraat).

University College Groningen: at bus stop Hoofdstation, change buses to bus 7 to Station Noord, bus 8 to P+R Hoogkerk or bus 9 to Zernike (exit stop Westerhaven).

**P+R Reitdiep**
Bus 1 to Hoofdstation takes you directly to Zernike Campus (exit stop Nijenborgh for most venues on Zernike Campus, exit stop Crematoriumlaan for Aletta Jacobs Hall and Nijenborgh 4), the Medical Faculty (exit stop UMCG Noord), the venues at Grote Rozenstraat and Grote Kruisstraat (exit stop Pijpstraat), the city centre (venues 1-9, exit stop Sint Jansbrug) and Pathé Cinema (exit stop Zuiderdiep).

University College Groningen: at bus stop Hoofdstation, change buses to bus 7 to Station Noord, bus 8 to P+R Hoogkerk or bus 9 to Zernike (exit stop Westerhaven).

**P+R Haren A28**
Bus 5 to Tersluis/Harkstede takes you directly to Pathé Cinema (exit stop Zuiderdiep). For all other venues, you change buses at bus stop Hoofdstation.

**P+R Meerstad**
Bus 5 to Annen takes you directly to Pathé Cinema (exit stop Zuiderdiep). For all other venues, you change buses at bus stop Hoofdstation.
Car Parks City Centre

If you do come to the city centre by car, you can best use car park Ossenmarkt for the venues 1-9, Grote Rozenstraat and Grote Kruisstraat, car park Boterdiep (entrance Bloemsingel 10) for the Faculty of Medical Sciences, car park Bios or Museum for Pathé Cinema and car park Westerhaven for University College Groningen. For more information, please check gemeente.groningen.nl/english/parking.

Parking on Zernike Campus

As a visitor to the Bachelor’s Open Day you can only park your car on car parks P1 to P6 (see Zernike Campus map). Parking along the road is not allowed on Zernike Campus. Please follow the instructions of our traffic controllers. However, the number of parking spaces on the campus is limited, so we recommend that you park your car at a P+R and continue your journey by bus from there.

If you do park on Zernike Campus, from P6/Zernike Noord it is best to take bus 1 or 9 to Hoofdstation or shuttle bus 801 and get off at bus stop Nijenborgh or Crematoriumlaan. From P1 to P4 you can reach all venues on Zernike Campus on foot, but make sure you are on time, because it can still be quite a long walk!

WiFi

Do you need WiFi during the Open Day? Please text RUG29 to +31 6 35250006, then you will get a user name and password in return.

Follow us on social media

Are you already following us at social media? Click on the icons below and share your experiences using #OpenDayUG!

Any other questions?

University of Groningen
Cluster Education & Student Team Study Information & Events
+31 50 383 90 11
studiekiezers@rug.nl

www.rug.nl/openday